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Introduction
With the increased use of nanomaterials recently, the growth of 

nanotoxicology has drawn considerable attention on a global scale. 
For in vitro developmental toxicity studies, stem cells are the perfect 
targets because of their capacity for self-renewal and differentiation. 
Nanotoxicology research has made extensive use of stem cell 
toxicology models. To assess the toxicity of nanomaterials, particularly 
developmental toxicity, embryonic stem cells (ESCs), mesenchymal 
stem cells (MSCs), neural stem cells (NSCs), and other stem cell lines 
have become the most popular cell types. In this review, we looked at 
how nanomaterials affect ESCs, MSCs, and NSCs. We also contrasted 
the benefits and drawbacks of using stem cells in nanotoxicology 
research. Finally, we discuss potential directions for the study of stem 
cells' function in nanotoxicology. [1].

By mixing 14C-labeled materials with tobacco, researchers were 
able to demonstrate this effect for a number of tobacco tastes. They 
discovered that more than 90% of the radioactivity applied was 
accounted for in the mainline smoke, sidestream smoke, or the filter. 
Without pyrolytic degradation, it would be predicted that the parent 
structure and the method of administration would determine the 
toxicologic potential of components entrained in the smokestream. 
When tobacco is smoked, flavourings that are heat labile or have high 
enough boiling temperatures, however, may breakdown and may 
rearrange or combine with other smoke elements rather than being 
transported intact to the smoke. The pyrolysis byproducts of processed 
tobaccos should therefore be taken into account in a comprehensive 
toxicologic assessment of cigarette tastes [2].

We have previously reported the results of a series of four 13-week 
smoke inhalation studies conducted in rats to evaluate the biological 
effects of 172 ingredients used domestically by the US tobacco industry. 
Here, we provide the results of four skin painting initiation/promotion 
bioassays carried out in SENCAR mice to assess the tumor-causing 
potential of smoke condensate from cigarettes made up of 150 different 
chemical combinations. Wynder and Hoffmann (1964) employed the 
mouse skin painting model to explore the tumorigenic potential of 
cigarette smoke condensates as well as other complex mixes including 
particle emissions. In the initiation/promotion skin painting test 
method, the SENCAR mouse has been shown to be a more sensitive 
model system than the B6C3F1 or Swiss (CD-1) strains. Although it 
is unknown whether mouse skin cancers are related to any human 
manifestation of the toxicity of complex combinations, the skin 
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painting model [3, 4, 5, 6].

The emerging of Nano toxicology 
In comparison to other materials, nanomaterials are small, have 

a large specific surface area, and have a high level of surface chemical 
activity. Nanomaterials are widely used in many industries, including 
novel building materials, improved batteries, and medical applications, 
thanks to the swift growth of nanotechnology (Maynard, 2007). 
However, it was impossible to ignore how poisonous nanomaterials 
might be. Nanomaterials are larger than biomolecules in size, with a 
range of 1 to 100 nm. A type of cell that has the capacity for self-renewal 
and differentiation is the stem cell. They could be separated into adult 
stem cells and ESCs depending on the stage of development [7, 8].

In comparison to other materials, nanomaterials are small, have 
a large specific surface area, and have a high level of surface chemical 
activity. Nanomaterials are widely used in many industries, including 
novel building materials, improved batteries, and medical applications, 
thanks to the swift growth of nanotechnology (Maynard, 2007). 
However, it was impossible to ignore how poisonous nanomaterials 
might be. Nanomaterials are larger than biomolecules in size, with a 
range of 1 to 100 nm. A type of cell that has the capacity for self-renewal 
and differentiation is the stem cell. They could be separated into adult 
stem cells and ESCs depending on the stage of development [9, 10].The 
inner cell mass cells are ESCs when a fertilised egg divides and forms 
a blastocyst. ESCs are capable of self-renewal and could separate into 
potency. 
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Abstract
Nanomaterials are employed extensively in a variety of industries, particularly in biomedicine and stem cell 

therapy. However, the potential hazards connected to the use of nanomaterials are also gradually rising. To assess 
the developmental toxicity of nanomaterials, effective and reliable toxicological models are essential. Developmental 
toxicity has a new perspective thanks to advances in stem cell research. To examine the harmful effects and hazardous 
mechanisms, numerous researchers have recently actively investigated the impacts of nanomaterials on diverse stem 
cells, including adult stem cells and embryonic stem cells (ESCs). In this review, we outlined how nanomaterials affect 
ESC, mesenchymal stem cell, and neural stem cell proliferation and differentiation. Additionally, we talked about the 
benefits of stem cells in nanotoxicology.
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